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Groovy DSL
Script + Kotlin
DSL Script 

Topic for discussion: 



As part of our Android Studio project structure,
Groovy DSL (Domain Specific Language) Script
is used by default. Using the Gradle files, it
builds the apk based on dependencies, plugins,
project settings, etc.

What is Groovy DSL Script?

Kotlin DSL (Domain Specific Language) is a
Gradle build language that uses Kotlin files for
development and provides the benefits of
Kotlin. It is fully supported in Android Studio IDE
and provides enhanced editing features such as
IntelliSense, code assist, and many more.

What is Kotlin DSL Script?



What are the benefits of switching
from Groovy to Kotlin Gradle Script

in Android Studio?
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 Add build.gradle.kts file and apply the
kotlin-dsl plugin configuration as shown
in next slide.
 Add Dependencies.kt file.

Step1:
Create the buildSrc directory in your
rootDirectory of the project as shown in the
image:

This buildSrc directory is a Gradle feature that
allows us to prepare a Central Dependency
Management System for our project.

Basic steps to migrate your
project to Kotlin Gradle Script: 



Step2: 

Make your build.gradle.kts 
files as shown in the image in
buildSrc directory

Make Dependencies.kt file as shown in the
image.

It includes the versions of app-related configs
and dependencies that will be used in app-level
build.gradle.kts file.



Variables declared in Dependencies{...}
section are meant for the libraries used in
the Android Project. 

All the variables will be used in  app-level
build.gradle.kts files



We can also group the libraries into a list and
declare it in a single variable.

This prevents us from declaring individual
variables in app-level build.gradle.kts files.

This improves the readability of your grade files.
 



In order to use the grouping of libraries into a
single variable declaration, we need the
extension functions as shown in the image.

Such as -
fun DependencyHandler.kapt() {...} 
fun DependencyHandler.implementation() {...} 

These are the benefits of using Kotlin
programming with Gradle Script.



Step3:

All build.gradle files should be converted to
build.gradle.kts files as shown in the image.

Change the app/build.gradle.kts file as follows. 



Here you will see that we have used the
functions and variables of Kotlin file (i.e.
Dependency.kt) into our build.gradle.kts file.

This is only possible with Kotlin DSL.



Open project/build.gradle.kts file and change it
as given below



Open project/settings.gradle.kts file and change
it as given below




